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Introduction and summary 

This Trend Detector covers an approximate two-week period ending August 29, and analyzes 

discourse affecting Jewish and pro-Israel positioning in U.S. progressive communities during 

this time. 

This period featured three main foreign policy events that dominated coverage and 

commentary: the U.S. withdrawal from Afghanistan, a Palestinian Authority crackdown against 

human rights activists, and Israeli PM Bennett’s visit to U.S. President Joe Biden. While they don’t 

directly relate to Israel to the same degree, articulated within progressive discourse they often 

share a common centering on opposing ‘the establishment’ or establishments. Within that 

framing, Israel consistently appears as a ‘white establishment oppressor’ exemplar.1  

 
1  See here: This framing is an outcome of a ‘conceptual mismatch’: Dominant conceptual categories that form bases of 

progressive worldviews can fail to capture, or actively distort, the historic and lived Jewish experience. Jews are cast 
uniformly as powerful white oppressors.  A resulting negation or erasure that undermines Israel’s status in the U.S. and 
contributes to hostility, discrimination, or bias against Jews.  
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Domestically, diverse voices are increasingly visible and speaking about contemporary 

progressive frameworks, such as Critical Race Theory, and their varied applications. This 

opening in the broader conversation presents an opportunity for Jewish communities  to 

impact on how progressive discourse evolves.  

The target is establishment hypocrisy  

A binary discourse significantly characterized by attribution of inherent culpability to 

establishment institutions characterized progressive reactions to the main events that occurred 

over the two-week period. Reaction reflected an automatic mistrust of establishment sympathies 

(for example, in cynicism about American claims “to be defending the ‘rules-based order’”), 

which undergirds growing calls for “even-handed” foreign policy in relation to Israel; and 

against Israel’s ‘special status’ and the status quo of the U.S.-Israel special relationship (e.g., 

here).2  

Why condemn Israel and not the Taliban? 

Alongside events unfolding in Afghanistan, a number of Jewish social and mainstream media 

voices derided the failure of the progressive left to take an impassioned stand against the 

Taliban (e.g., here, here, and here); juxtaposing the relative silence of, for example, the Squad, 

with their vigorous focus on condemning Israel. Indeed, discourse within the past two weeks 

reflected that the bulk of progressive condemnation of human rights abuses is directed at 

recipients of U.S. establishment support and legitimization.  

Progressive turn their back on the Palestinian Authority 

A PA crackdown against human rights activists, an occurrence that over the years has been 

reported on not infrequently, triggered a wave of left-wing condemnation. The reaction was 

noteworthy for its platformed amplifiers and high visibility (see prominent examples: here, 

here, here, here, here, here, and here). Moreover, whereas progressive criticism of the PA  has 

often focused on charges that it acts as a ‘contractor’ for the Israeli establishment, this wave  (led 

and supported by U.S.-based progressive voices from the region, e.g. here, here, and here) reflects 

a further and more mainstream shift in the framing of support on the broader left for the 

Palestinian people and not  the Palestinian Authority. 

 

Dominant categorizations in this context center on power-based and skin color-based designations, as well as a 
categorical division between defenders of the status quo versus promoters of a radical upending thereof. 

2  In the background, a new Chicago Council on Global Affairs survey found that only 22 percent of Democrats considered 
Israel "an ally." Also see this Washington Post article describing the “acute” issue of American support veering away “from 
its bipartisan footing” as “part of a stark shift in Democratic attitudes toward Israel in recent years.” 

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/08/11/opinion/biden-israel-nuclear-program.html
https://twitter.com/IfNotNowOrg/status/1430285839993655296
https://blogs.timesofisrael.com/what-afghanistan-taught-us-about-israel-palestine/?fbclid=IwAR23AAKd35RRrKBc5ahP-eq-C0D_KHwvevHFbEB8sSFMDefYNyyVXbKAx1E
https://www.jpost.com/opinion/woke-activists-outraged-by-israel-stay-silent-on-taliban-opinion-677531?fbclid=IwAR2Nyo0OqRxeQTEFsCqnyRwi4wUuzwPNetgjnk4C80187vU2BJYgfNuZXQY
https://jewishjournal.com/commentary/339960/will-there-be-a-bds-movement-against-the-taliban/?fbclid=IwAR0kPsGLcSCuXBMt1imBQv4f88gucl79XNm9IzqNxgnJwokD0Xt3wFTIato
https://www.haaretz.com/us-news/.premium-progressive-democrats-slam-pa-for-human-rights-abuses-after-protesters-arrests-1.10150034?utm_source=dlvr.it&utm_medium=twitter&__twitter_impression=true&fbclid=IwAR0o4KagT0vfLJWjcgWFPATfP-FFGFgf30k_5K91yePUJg1CMnRLi2ZuHOo
https://www.timesofisrael.com/progressive-democrats-tear-into-palestinians-over-crackdown-on-critics/?fbclid=IwAR0k_0f_m6fn2WrteUw1nXXK0amXJ5ej-ZL6D9RK_HGkRdVmS1lg4C7EWj0
https://twitter.com/CoriBush/status/1429849291061874689
https://twitter.com/IlhanMN/status/1429897804739137541
https://twitter.com/RashidaTlaib/status/1429928652695904264
https://twitter.com/repmarkpocan/status/1429848014567378944
https://twitter.com/janschakowsky/status/1429892426043363328
https://twitter.com/mattduss/status/1429819566868340744
https://twitter.com/amnesty/status/1429794862308675585
https://twitter.com/yarahawari/status/1429787516211716102
https://twitter.com/naderalihashemi/status/1429783480267943942
https://twitter.com/TareqBaconi/status/1429525512469237761
https://www.thechicagocouncil.org/sites/default/files/2021-08/Final%20Israel%20Brief.pdf
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Israel as an establishment oppressor force 

Over the past two-week period, progressive discourse reflecting this framing, including:  

▪ Characterizing Zionism as rooted in nationalist white supremacy, for example in this 

Washington Post op-ed on Israel as an apartheid and “racial supremacist regime,” and 

engaged in settler colonization. Also, the author of a Daily Beast piece that criticized the 

choice of Mayim Bialik as a ‘Jeopardy’ host, including because of her sympathy towards 

Israel and referring to Israeli soldiers as “genocidal” (subsequently retracted), later defined 

Zionism as “an articulation of white supremacy.”3 Parallel discourse conflated the 

Palestinian and Black American experiences, e.g. here. 

▪ Emphasizing Israel’s establishment power beyond its borders, reflected in an INN 

campaign in advance of the Biden-Bennett meeting urging Biden to “stand up to Bennett,” 

and in a US Campaign for Palestinian Rights position paper on the Ben and Jerry’s decision 

that characterized “Israeli-led repression and bullying” as resulting in “censorship, 

persecution, and legal repercussions for advocating for Palestinian liberation.” 

▪ On the occasion of its anniversary, the Abraham Accords derided as “security pacts for 

U.S. backed authoritarian regimes.”  

Framing the influence of the ‘Jewish establishment’ 

In a period characterized by increasing inter-Democratic party strife and growing fissures in 

progressive-moderate divides, discourse in the past two weeks has framed a Jewish communal 

establishment as oppositional to progressive movements and agendas, including in the:  

▪ Framing of the role of the Jews in the progressive-moderate battle as a pro-establishment 

force and a bulwark against a takeover by the progressive left.4 See, for example, in a 

positive sense, Rep. Richie Torres on the “natural marriage between the pro-Israel Jewish 

community and the African American community… that can be the marriage that saves our 

party from the extreme hard-left.” Taking a critical perspective, a New York Times article 

on moderate-progressive divides describes some moderates that “have backed a new pro-

Israel group, Democratic Majority for Israel, determined to thwart the party's emerging 

Palestinian rights movement - and defeat left-wing candidates who they say have crossed 

an unacceptable political line on the Jewish state.” It notes progressive fury at DMFI charges 

 
3  Relatedly, our upcoming Version B of the report on Erasive Antisemitism discusses a growing ‘de-coupling threat,’ wherein 

disassociation from Israel or Zionism has become an imperative for maintaining a societally accepted Jewish identity.  
4  Notably in The Intercept (albeit in the context of domestic agendas), according to a senior Congressional Progressive 

Caucus member, within "… the dynamic of Congress…  moderates aren't really doing as well… Schumer, Pelosi and Biden 
are finding their agenda isn't far from the CPC agenda and it's an easier partnership than with moderates." 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2021/08/26/white-house-biden-naftali-bennett-israel-palestinians-apartheid-colonization/#ApartheidIsrael
https://www.thedailybeast.com/jeopardy-host-mayim-bialiks-ugly-history-of-shaming-weinsteins-victims-and-being-an-anti-vaxxer
https://www.jta.org/quick-reads/daily-beast-to-review-editorial-standards-after-writer-calls-israeli-army-genocidal?utm_source=JTA_Maropost&utm_campaign=JTA_DB&utm_medium=email&mpweb=1161-33284-11359
https://twitter.com/tirhakahlove/status/1426158130182955009
https://twitter.com/BDSmovement/status/1430838397711568898
https://twitter.com/IfNotNowOrg/status/1430893677094731783
https://twitter.com/IfNotNowOrg/status/1430893677094731783
https://uscpr.org/where-we-stand-on-ben-jerrys/?fbclid=IwAR1TvRy1b-fdVvl7iLjJ4wcCjasDBXjQRglvo4ASRMsr7c3eki-gEu64TB8
https://twitter.com/4noura/status/1430151970250166287
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/08/22/us/politics/democrats-divisions-infrastructure.html?referringSource=articleShare&fbclid=IwAR0K0eI51WA91pEkvfKpA29KrjbQVX6I7ke9qChfw7pclnM2q9VYjOI7bDw
https://www.reutgroup.org/Publications/ERASIVE-ANTI-SEMITISM
https://theintercept.com/2021/08/18/josh-gottheimer-democrat-infrastructure-bill/
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that some of its money came from prominent Trump-associated businessperson and Jewish 

philanthropist Robert Kraft.  

▪ Surfacing of a curriculum that vilifies power and influence of the Jewish institutional 

establishment proposed by a new consultancy, the Liberated Ethnic Studies Model 

Curriculum Institute (see here and here).  

▪ Mistrust of Jewish institutions expressed by Jewish voices from the left and far left, e.g., 

“using fears of antisemitism to bolster support for Israeli policy and silence opponents” 

(here). An open letter to AIPAC leaders condemning ads against members of the ‘Squad,’ 

and specifically charging the organization with imperiling the life of Rep. Ilhan Omar, was 

notable in light of PM Bennett’s meeting with AIPAC CEO Howard Kohr, and not with a 

variety of Jewish leaders as had been expected, ahead of his meeting with President Biden. 

A growing debate around contemporary progressive discourse 

The ‘Jewish problem’ in contemporary progressive discourse5 is increasingly a focus for U.S. 

Jewish communities. Strong, clear Jewish voices are framing the battle around articulated 

frameworks such as Critical Race Theory (or Critical Social Justice here), and “woke-ism” as a 

cultural movements (e.g., here). They protest against the fundamental illiberalism in the rigidity 

of these conceptual systems and in their binary nature, and their “inevitable antisemitic 

manifestations” (see here). They seek to discredit these frameworks, and to thus challenge the 

contemporary progressive discourse, which is significantly influenced by them. 

At the same time, a question arises regarding whether it is ‘wokeness’ writ large or Jewish 

representation within it that need to be addressed; and subsequently, whether Jewish 

communal goals should focus on undermining or impacting contemporary progressive discourse 

and its underlying premises.6 

Importantly, recent weeks reflect to a high degree of dynamicism and fluidity as a fraught 

broader society grapples visibly with implications of contemporary progressive frameworks 

and discourse. (See for example in the New York Times from the past two weeks: here, here, here, 

and here; and, relatedly, broader challenges surfacing regarding the construct of “whiteness,” e.g. 

here and specifically regarding Asian Americans.) Amidst this turbulent, indicators point to: 

▪ The common ground in the fundamental premise: Attempts to implement dogmatic 

frameworks are often premised in an acknowledgment “that racism is real, that opposing 

 
5  A negation or erasure that can occur when ‘conceptual categories’ that contemporary progressive discourse frequently 

imposes upon Jews, undermine Israel’s status in the U.S. and contribute to hostility, discrimination, or bias against Jews. 
6  Our soon-to-be-published Version B of the report on Erasive Antisemitism suggests that the mobilizing aim of a Jewish 

communal response should be framed as carving out a space within contemporary progressive discourse, staking the 
claim for the legitimacy of the Jewish voice in defining Jewish identity, experience, and vulnerability. We call this Jewish 
narrative self-determination. 

https://jewishjournal.com/commentary/339751/a-new-israel-hating-curriculum-is-coming-to-california-school-districts/
https://www.algemeiner.com/2021/08/25/the-antisemitic-gall-of-a-liberated-ethnic-studies-curriculum/?fbclid=IwAR1hd-dmhYJuEum-_V3wAQsOP4Uz49p4VDsTkwnxLdpLqOPPMMCT65ZA3cE
https://newvoices.org/2021/08/12/letter-to-the-new-jewish-left/
https://www.scribd.com/document/519950490/Jewish-Americans-Letter-to-AIPAC-Leadership
https://twitter.com/AJCGlobal/status/1425575418061537280/photo/1
https://forward.com/fast-forward/474691/bennett-heaps-praise-on-aipac-ahead-of-meeting-with-biden/
https://blogs.timesofisrael.com/you-may-be-supporting-an-ideology-that-fuels-antisemitism/
https://twitter.com/bungarsargon/status/1381643065841057792
https://jewishjournal.com/commentary/339751/a-new-israel-hating-curriculum-is-coming-to-california-school-districts/
https://www.facebook.com/TogetherBeatHate/posts/356549409466562
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/08/17/opinion/woke-politically-correct.html?smid=nytcore-ios-sharehttps://www.nytimes.com/2021/08/17/opinion/woke-politically-correct.html?smid=nytcore-ios-share
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/08/18/opinion/critical-race-theory-us-schools.html?showTranscript=1
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/08/27/us/new-york-private-schools-racism.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/08/18/us/schools-covid-critical-race-theory-masks-gender.html?referringSource=articleShare&fbclid=IwAR2mzQDW7Nehe-ODHeNp3mb_7J3T5eXDjL_-N1HcZ1RwPKa9TLH2lb8jvog
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2021/08/census-cant-predict-future/619830/
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2021/08/21/us/asians-census-us.html?referringSource=articleShare&fbclid=IwAR1rF6R-yQL3GTrpP2Pg0hiv1mQ3dBpva5944P4X1Bq7TbLnRNOd0AFXsYs
https://www.reutgroup.org/Publications/ERASIVE-ANTI-SEMITISM
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it requires active engagement and that our community and curriculum are enriched when 

we aren’t blind to race’s influence” (see here on CRT frameworks in New York private 

school). Substantive debates center on destructive effects of extremity, dogma, and rigidity 

in application.  

▪ Alienating effects of aiming for dismantlement: Working to wholesale undermine 

progressive discourse on race is frequently viewed by those directly affected as seeking to 

obstruct and negate hard-gained progress on addressing racism, e.g., here. It can also 

alienate significant parts of the Jewish center and left whose natural sympathies ally with 

social justice agendas.  

Moreover, there is growing attention to the role that social media amplification of moral 

outrage can play in spreading political polarization – a dynamic that poses a particular 

threat to the positioning of Jewish and pro-Israel communities on the left.  

 

 

 

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/08/27/us/new-york-private-schools-racism.html
https://twitter.com/BerniceKing/status/1430644901935521796
https://www.axios.com/online-outrage-feedback-loop-twitter-2496de5b-bdee-4258-954e-8851a816ed22.html?fbclid=IwAR1k1nyLnkEbHHL1g8_KlUxSeDaNQA5lRFnLdjQdzFBdLTAZ9n4aYDLhqDs

